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Abstract:

The research starts with the recognition of the types and techniques of tourism development; and the main basis of such operation; its impacts, the economic; social and environmental effects are of their most important aspects. This is in addition to the investment sources in the tourism development market, as well as the touristic investment attracting factors to Egypt. The research focuses on the study of the development of the tourism development in Egypt in the first phase; the phase of the request on the cultural tourism, and the second phase; the phase of the increasing demand on the coastal areas; the recreational tourism till the third phase; that of the inclusive planning and the diversity of the touristic product. It is to combine the cultural tourism with the recreational tourism which started at the end of the nineties in the 20th Century. This is the phase which the research focuses on. It focuses on its impacts on the general strategy of the urban grown in Egypt till 2017. Then, the research shall explain the limitations imposed on the tourism growth in such phase; most importantly; the executive restrictions; the organizational restriction and the financial restrictions. This is beside studying the efforts exerted to face them in relation to the desert lands; providing the infrastructure of the remote places; establishing the touristic development authority with reference to its formation and aims; the basis on which its policies relied to achieve its aims in the planning fields; land allocation to investors; developing the technical capabilities and administrative abilities of the authority personnel; following up the execution of projects; maintaining the environment and promoting for the development plans. The research studies the work phases of the Tourism Development Authority in Egypt since it has been established. It ends with the executive stages of the touristic development projects.